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Reflected Phase-Conjugate Wave in a Plasma

I. Nebenzahl
Racah Institute of Physics, Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel

and

Amiram Ron ' and Norman Rostoker
Department of Physics, University of California, Irvine, Irvine, California 92717

(Received 1 December 1986)

We demonstrate that a plasma can be used as an effective nonlinear medium in a phase-conjugate
reflector for subcentimeter electromagnetic waves. The method of production of the amplified phase-
conjugate waves is almost-degenerate four-wave mixing. By excitation of collective modes in resonance
with the incoming waves the amplification is enhanced significantly.

PACS numbers: 52.25.Sw, 42.65.Bp, 52.35.Mw

There has been much interest recently in nonlinear in-
teractions of electromagnetic (EM) waves with matter,
which lead to the phenomenon of optical phase conjuga-
tion. ' In this process a material body (e.g. , solid or
liquid) is stimulated by EM waves in such a way that
another EM "signal" wave, which is sent into the system,
is reflected from the body, with its wave-vector reversed
and its phase conjugated. The signal beam is reflected
by a phase-conjugate "mirror, " and retraces its original
path. Nonlinear optical eA'ects in plasmas have attracted
attention in recent years including, in particular, some
wave-mixing phenomena. ' Recently, degenerate four-
wave mixing in plasma was studied with use of fluid
equations. Also, small-signal (no amplification) phase-
conjugate waves were produced by stimulated backward
scattering in laser-driven plasmas.

The purpose of the present paper is to demonstrate
from first principles that a plasma can be used as a
phase-conjugate reflector for EM waves in the subcen-
timeter region of wavelengths. It is found that for plas-
ma of easily attained properties, the reflected radiation
may be enhanced with respect to the incoming signal,
and the plasma plays a dual role of a phase-conjugate
reflector and amplifier. The method used here to gen-
erate the phase-conjugate wave is known in nonlinear op-
tics as almost-degenerate mixing, with the plasma play-
ing a role of the nonlinear medium. Collective modes of
the plasma are set into resonance by mixing of the in-

coming waves and the reflected wave is then enhanced by
a few orders of magnitude. The system is so arranged
that two counter-moving pump waves, 1 and 3, run in the
plasma continuously, with equal frequencies No and anti-
parallel wave vectors ko and —ko. These waves are
"pure" transverse EM waves, with N=ck, outside the

plasma, and "dressed" EM waves inside, with co =c k
+N~, where N~ is the electron plasma frequency. Here-
after we will refer to both as EM waves. A third EM
wave, the signal wave, 2, enters the system with co, and
k, (ctt, -coti). The signal 2 and the pump 1 form an in-
terference grating (density mixing), and the Bragg-
scattered second pump 3 generates a wave 4 which is
phase conjugate to the signal 2. The generated-wave
equation is

1=s(r, t) =4tt
2 j (r, t)+Vp(r, t), (1)

c t

where j(r, t) and p(r, t) are the current and charge-
density response of the plasma to the incoming waves.
We write for the external field

3

E'(r, t ) = g e;E;cos (k; r —co; t + ttt; ),

where e; is the polarization vector of the ith field, k; and
co; are the wave vector and frequency, and pt is the
phase. We take N3=N1 No k3 kl, k~=ko N2 Ns
co, -coo, and ~kti

—k, ~
-kti. The Fourier transform of

s(r, t) in volume Vis

s(k, cv) = —(4 ttcoc/') fj(k, co) —(c/cv) 'klk. j(k, co) ]j,
where co and k in s(k, ca) are anticipated to be the fre-
quency and the wave vector of the generated ("dressed")
EM waves.

The plasma is described in terms of the Vlasov equa-
tion for the distribution function f,(r, t, v) of the ath
species in space r, time t, and velocity v, i.e.,

f,+v &f,+ E„+—vxB„ f, = — E'(r, t)+ —vxB'(r, t) f, .
q 1 q 1 (2)
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Here q, and m are the charge and mass, E'(r, t) is the
external electric field, and B'(r, t) is the accompanying
magnetic field. The E„and B„are the self-consistent
fields in the plasma, i.e., they are the solution of Max-
well's equations with p(r, t ) =g, q,n, (r, t ), n, (r, t )
=fd v f,(r, t,v), and j (r, t) =P,q, Id v vf, (r, t;v).
We assume the following: (a) The external EM waves

(and the generated EM waves) must be able to penetrate
the plasma. With e and m the electron charge and mass,
n p the density, and co =4' n p/m the square of the elec-
tron plasma frequency, we take (co;/co~) to be at least
of order 10. (b) The thermal velocity of the electrons,
vih is much smaller than the speed of light, i.e.,
k;vih«co;. (c) The electron-to-ion mass ratio m/M is

very small. (d) The incoming waves 1 and 2, the mixing
waves, can be tuned to resonate with some internal col-
lective excitations of the plasma of frequency 0 and
wave vector q. %e can set the waves so that co, =ruo
~ 0, 0 «co, cop, but q kp —k, is of the order of kp or
k, . In our case, good candidates for excitations are the

j(k) = —elk, n~
' (k —k')ve (k'). (3)

We solve for the electron velocity response to the trans-
verse EM wave E3(k), and find that

ion acoustic waves when the electron temperature T, is

larger than Tt (ions).
The mixing of the waves 1 and 2, and the Bragg

scattering of the third wave, 3, generate a "third"-order
current density,

j(r, t) =g, q,n, ' (r, t)v, (r, t)

We denote by n, ' (r, t ) the density response of the ath
species to the mixing waves Ei(r, t) and E2(r, t), and by
vi 1(r,t) the velocity response to the scattered third

wave, E3(r, t). A similar term of j is the product of
n""with v"'

We now introduce the condensed notations k =—(k,
co), gk —= (1/V)gi, f dco/2z, B(k —k;) =Bi,, i, .b(co —co;).
Since m/M « 1, only electrons contribute to the current
and

e2
j(k) e3 i —,

' [n, ' (k —k3)e ' n, '—(k+k3)e ' '].
m N3

(4)

The density response to the transverse EM waves Ei and E2 is then calculated with use of the Ulasov equation, Eq.
(2), and Poisson's equation, V E„(r,t) 4m+, q,n, (r, t). Notice that for the density response we consider also the
motion of the ions, since they do participate in the collective excitations in the plasma. The "second order density due
to the mixing (compare to Refs. 4 and 5) is

n ' (k co) =[1—(m/M)(co /co) ]g ' (k co)/e(k co)

where e(k, co) is the linear dielectric function of the plasma, and

(s)

2g' (k)= — dv
Nl

1 Ei(k —k')+ —vxBi(k —k')1

co k'v C

co —k v
E2(k'). fp(v) +(1~~2) .

v
(6)

Near the ion acoustic resonance, e(k, co) is

(ek, )co=1 —(m/M)(co~/co) '+ (kp/k) ' ir„—
with kp =co~/vih. For a plasma with cold ions, Tt (T„ the width is narrow, i.e., r, =(z/8)'t (m/M)'t . For low co,

Eq. (6) yields

g ' (k, co) = —VI(k)(EtE2/coico2)e np/m vih,

with I(k) of the form v '8(k+'ki ~ kq)exp[i(~ pi ~ p2)]. We now substitute Eqs. (4), (5), and (7) in Eq. (1) and

find, with 2cop —co, = co„ that the equation for the conjugate wave E4 =E, =e,E,(r, t ) is

p2

r

E, = —rp 2(e, ep) 1—
2

Mp E, exp(ik, r —i co, t —ip, ) +c.c.
mvth ea q

(8)
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We can now estimate the amplification parameter x.
Close to the acoustic resonance we take l e, l

-I, and
rewrite Eq. (10) up to numerical factors of order 1 as

E. p, ep, kp, QJp Plasma
kl = kp ~i =~p

kp=ks i~p="s
kg= kp, ~g=~p

' 2 4
1 Ep mc p 1

rp
8kp mg Te cop I a

(12)

(b)

E (0)
E, (L)

=E (0)

z=O

E (L)=0
z=L

FIG. l. (a) The geometry of phase conjugation in the plas-
ma. The pump waves 1 and 3 are counterpropagating, and the
reflected wave 4 is phase conjugate to the signal wave 2. (b)
Schematic generation of the amplified conjugate wave, E„by
the nonlinear interaction of the signal wave, E„with the pump
waves.

for the complex amplitudes of the waves. Here

2
' '2

2
1 Ep m p p 1

K =rp
2k, coo M, & mvth &a(q +) (lo)

plays the role of the gain coefficient of an active medium.
If at the entrance to the plasma, z =0 [see Fig. I(b)],
the incoming signal E, is E, (0), and at z =L no conju-
gate wave is present, E,(L) =0, we find that the ampli-
tude of the reflected wave is

E,(o)

where q =ko —k„Q =coo —co„and ro=e /mc .
Following the procedure of Papper and Yariv (Ref. 1,

p. 36) we assume that E, and E, vary slowly along the
propagation direction tr, =itc„and that the pump waves
are not depleted, and rewrite Eq. (8) as

dE, (z)/dz = —i tcE, (z)

To evaluate l trl we consider the following parame-
ters: rp=2. 8x10 ' cm, np=1.0&10' cm, Ap=0. 1

cm, T, =5.0 eV, Eo =1 erg/cm, and (rn/M)'l =0.01.
This yields ko =67 cm ', Eo2/mc =5 &10 cm
rnc /T, =lo, and (top/too) =0.08. Even if we assume
I =1 we find x=0.04, and with L=5 cm we obtain

(L =tr/2 and the tan
l

x ilL in Eq. (15) can be very
large. We see that there is a wide range of plasma and
radiation parameters where high gain can be easily
achieved.

We wish to point out that the main enhancement fac-
tor comes from the self-consistent electric field associat-
ed with the ion acoustic wave, i.e., the term (trt/M)
x(co~/to) =10 in the "mixed" density. The width of
the resonance I is much less important. This is, in fact,
what makes the plasma at acoustic resonance such a
strong nonlinear medium.
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